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Abstract: This essay provides insights into the
circumstances and potential societal impact of
more than 10 million evacuees who fled Japan’s
firebombed  cities  during  World  War  II.
Informed  by  interviews  conducted  by  the
United States Strategic Bombing Survey with
Japanese  ci t izens  immediately  after
surrender,  this  analysis  establishes  a  new
vantage point  from which to  understand the
complex social circumstances of Japan in the
final months of the war.
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Image 1: Wartime evacuees. Morale
Division,

The United States Strategic Bombing
Survey,

The Effects of Strategic Bombing on
Japanese Morale

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
printing Office, 1947), 72.

 

Introduction1

Between February 1944 and August 1945 more
than ten million Japanese citizens, one-seventh
of the total population of Japan’s home islands,
evacuated  from  the  country’s  cities.  The
population in rural Japan as a result rose from
42 million to 52.5 million in that timeframe.2

Tokyo alone declined from 6.8 million to 2.8
million. Such a large-scale exodus across the
country affected all levels of Japanese society.3

Primarily via an analysis of the testimonies of
civilian  evacuees  from  Japanese  cities
firebombed in the final months of the war, this
article suggests that this wide-scale disruption
of  the  urban  population  merits  greater
attention  than  it  has  received.4
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Image 2: USSBS interview with Japanese
citizen.

United States Strategic Bombing Survey
Morale Division,

National Archives at College Park,
Maryland, Microfilm Locator M1655, Roll

138.

 

In the fall of 1945, the United States Strategic
Bombing  Survey  (USSBS)  surveyed  several
thousand evacuees in 57 cities. The first-hand
accounts  of  evacuees  detail  the  complicated
reality of the wartime civilian experience, one
shaped by ever-changing civil defense policies,
air raids and their aftermath, and government
efforts  to  shape refugees’  perceptions of  the
war through its policies and propaganda. The
accounts  reveal  that  a  range  of  concerns
permeated their lives during the war: anxieties
over the impact  of  air  raids;  the logistics  of
evacuating;  negative  social  situations  in  the
rural areas to which they evacuated; and a lack
of food, shelter, clothing, and medical supplies.5

Examined collectively, the accounts and other
related  sources  also  suggest  that  wartime
evacuees became a source of potential societal
unrest.  The  Morale  Division  of  the  USSBS
described Japanese wartime evacuees in  this
way: “not only was their own morale affected

by their experiences, but they also carried with
them the germs of ‘dangerous thoughts’ with
which to infect their hosts.”6

As  ev idenced  by  the  postwar  USSBS
interviews, most evacuation in Japan occurred
“outside the state’s disaster planning."7 While it
is possible to detail some commonalities among
many  evacuees,  reasons  for  leaving,
experiences,  and interpretations of  events by
the evacuees varied wildly. In spite of this, the
incredible degree of government incompetence
in dealing with evacuees is a testament to the
increasingly desperate state of Japanese society
in the final stages of war.

Citizens, for example, were told to flee for their
lives and then penalized for evacuating. They
were forced from their homes in order to create
firebreaks in anticipation of air raids, yet given
nowhere  to  which  to  evacuate.  They  were
lauded by the media for their patriotism and
then berated by their hosts in the rural villages
for  being  traitors.  These  contradictions  led
many evacuees to give voice to experiences -
which  the  government  sought  to  dismiss  as
rumors - that directly contradicted the official
narrative on their situation.

Within this context, it is no surprise that many
citizens came to their own conclusions about
the actual state of the war and that evacuees
turned  into  a  potential  force  for  unrest
throughout  the  country—functioning,  in  the
very  least,  as  alternatives  to  Japan’s  state-
controlled  news  outlets.  As  one  17-year-old
aviator from Yokosuka put it immediately after
the  war,  “The  radios  and  newspapers  never
reported  [anything]  accurately.  They  said
[damage]  was  [ ‘minor ’ ]  when  i t  was
considerable. I knew this because I heard so
much from people who knew—from evacuees.”8

It  wasn’t  until  September  1943  that  the
government  first  acknowledged  urban
evacuation as a possible course of action. That
December  the  Japanese  Cabinet  enacted  its
“Outline  for  Carrying out  Urban Evacuation”
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(toshi sokai jisshi yōkō), which encouraged the
evacuation  of  all  people  nonessential  to
industrial work.9 Suggestive of the significance
of this policy reversal of course was the fact
that  these  laws  clashed  with  wartime
regulations that “gave the state powerful legal
weapons against those residents who fled their
neighborhoods without permission,”  including
“up to one year in prison with heavy labor or a
maximum fine of 1,000 yen.”10

The  campaign  of  “de-housing”  or  “structure
evacuation” (tatemono sokai), in which homes
were destroyed en masse to create firebreaks
in  major  cities,  began  in  January  1944  and
l ikewise  revea ls  a  lack  o f  e f fec t ive
implementation  of  civil  defense  policies.
Citizens who lived in houses near public transit
lines  and  areas  in  which  firebreaks  were
planned  often  had  no  more  than  a  week  to
vacate  their  properties.  As  a  result  of  this
rashly  implemented  policy,  around  614,000
houses (one-fifth of all housing destroyed over
the  course  of  the  war)  were  demolished,
forcefully  evacuating  more  than  3.5  million
people,  many  of  whom  were  not  provided
alternative accommodations.11

This  defensive  measure  destroyed  not  just
houses  but  the  morale  of  many  Japanese
citizens. One evacuee, for example, in a letter
to the editor of the Asahi Shimbun in the wake
of Japan’s surrender, remembered that all the
structures,  including  her  own,  had  been
destroyed to create firebreaks for 200 meters
surrounding  the  Prime  Minister’s  residence.
“We were suddenly told,” she recalled, “that a
week later our house would be demolished by
the military…. I was caring for a three-and-a-
half-year-old  child  and  a  fourteen-month-old
infant while my husband was away.” A series of
tragic mishaps followed, and she lost all of her
belongings as well as her home. She concluded:
“Ordinary  people  were defeated by those on
our  own  side  rather  than  by  the  enemy.  In
order to protect the prime minister’s residence,
we were dispersed without any recourse.”12

A teacher who evacuated from Tokyo to Shiga
Prefecture received “no help whatsoever” from
the government in moving and became “totally
sick of war” after having his family forcefully
separated by de-housing. And a worker at a war
plant who also evacuated to Shiga prefecture
said of his own de-housing experience: “I was
very much against evacuating, but what could I
do against an order?”13 The campaign of “de-
housing” added to  evacuees’  growing doubts
about the government’s ability to manage the
home front.

Prior to the large scale firebombing beginning
in  March  1945,  government  strategy  for
dealing with air raids involved four categories:
“factory  dispersal,  creating  firebreaks  [de-
housing], strengthening air defense activities in
the  neighborhoods,  and  evacuating  as  many
people  as  possible  to  the  countryside.”14

Evacuation measures tended to be encouraged
rather than compulsory. This changed following
the loss of the Mariana Islands, when in June
1944 the government published its “Outline for
E n c o u r a g i n g  t h e  E v a c u a t i o n  o f
Schoolchildren,”  the  only  compulsory
evacuation measure enacted in the entire war.15

By March 1945, 446,200 urban schoolchildren
(first through sixth grade) were evacuated with
their  c lassmates  and  teachers  to  the
countryside. Another 800,000 were sent to live
with  relatives.  One  vil lage  in  Nagano
prefecture,  for  example,  had  a  prewar
population of 6,500. It was pushed to its limits
when  it  received  over  4,300  schoolchildren
from various wards in Tokyo, and the memoirs
of  evacuated  schoolchildren  sent  to  Nagano
reveal  the  large  number  of  evacuating
students,  the  lack  of  food and supplies,  and
resourcefulness demanded of the evacuees.16 In
the countryside evacuees not only encountered,
but  seemingly  compounded,  the  widespread
material shortages affecting most of Japan in
1945.17  Some  rural  districts,  already  lacking
sufficient  housing,  food,  and  the  manpower
necessary  to  accommodate  their  suddenly
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expanding  populations,  found  a  convenient
scapegoat in the untimely arrival of evacuating
citizens.

Daily  life  was  heavily  regimented  for  the
schoolchildren in a fashion reminiscent of strict
military training. Children woke at 5:30 A.M.
and had their day strictly controlled until 8:00
P.M.,  with  the  largest  segments  of  the  day
devoted to agricultural or “training work.”18

The  written  experiences  of  these  evacuated
schoolchildren  emphasized  homesickness,
bullying,  tensions  between  evacuee  children
and their hosts, agricultural work, and hunger
above all else.19 One child remembered: “All we
thought about was eating; all we talked about
was what we ate in the past.”20  These harsh
conditions  often  led  to  dark  circumstances,
including  instances  of  sexual  assault  and
attempted suicide. And near the end of the war,
teachers,  directed by the state,  had children
rehearse mass suicide in the event of an Allied
invasion.21

 

The Evacuee as Agent of Social Unrest

In  the  last  year  of  the  war,  whi le  the
government strongly encouraged evacuation of
the  general  public  engaged  in  nonessential
activities, it provided little financial assistance.
One housewife who fled to Fukuoka prefecture
noted:

I  footed  all  the  expenses  myself.  I  had
heard that the government would give us a
subsidy, but it was so uncertain as to when
we would receive it, and since we couldn’t
wait,  I  took care of  everything myself.  I
spent more than 2000 yen in evacuation
expenses. We could not wait for ordinary
means, so I paid everything according to
black  market  prices.  Finally,  six  months
later,  I  received  200  yen  from  the
government.” 2 2  

Another,  a  bank  clerk  from  Kobe,  received
compensation  for  her  travel  but,  like  most
evacuees, received no help upon arriving in the
countryside.

“The government paid our train fare and
took care of our baggage. They made no
arrangement for our living here.”23

Image 3: Tokyo station immediately after
the war.

United States Strategic Bombing Survey
Morale Division,

National Archives at College Park,
Maryland, Microfilm Locator M1655, Roll

138.

 

While some evacuation did occur prior to the
Great  Tokyo  Air  Raid  of  March  9-10,
1945—including the mandatory evacuation of
elementary  school  children—the  first  major
firebombing of Japan’s capital both increased
the  impetus  to  evacuate  for  the  general
populace  and  highlighted  the  disarray  of
official civil defense measures. As one official at
the Police Affairs Bureau of the Home Ministry
reflected,  after  the  March  9-10  air  raid  on
Tokyo  “ the  government  came  to  the
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conclusion—and it was the natural conclusion
reached  by  the  people  too—that  all  raid
preparations were hopeless and it was best to
avoid  injury  and  death  by  f leeing.” 2 4

Immediately after the first major firebombing
of  Tokyo,  an  emergency  cabinet  meeting
c o n c l u d e d  w i t h  t h e  b l e a k  o f f i c i a l
pronouncement that “every city must manage
for itself.”25

Official policy regarding evacuation from cities
remained haphazard. Poet and novelist Itō Sei
wrote in his diary in May 1945 that: “Until a
f e w  d a y s  a g o  I  n e a r l y  d e c i d e d  t o
evacuate…then, in yesterday’s radio broadcast
there  was  [another]  revision  to  evacuation
guidelines. It said we were no longer permitted
to evacuate.”26 In a postwar letter to the editor
of the Asahi Shimbun,  one evacuated woman
remembered  that  she  “devotedly  believed  in
the country and the news” until her husband
was sent away after the March 9-10 air raid on
Tokyo destroyed his company’s building. That
same evening, she was notified that her house
was to be immediately  demolished.  The next
morning  a  tank  came  and  pulled  down  her
house. “Day by day the destruction of war grew
worse,”  she  wrote.  “There’s  nothing  as
miserable as the cruelty of war. It robbed me of
my husband. It robbed me of my home. In a
single moment I lost what little happiness I had
left.”27

In  the  absence  of  an  effective  or  cohesive
government  approach  to  fire  defense,  the
Japanese government transferred the burden of
civil  defense  to  ward  authorities,  who  then
handed  of f  those  responsibi l i t ies  to
neighborhood associations and local groups.28

These  local  authorities—contradicting  limited
government  measures  to  encourage
evacuation—often  discouraged  evacuation  as
unpatriotic late into 1945 when air raids had
greatly intensified.29 Even as the state began to
reverse  course  and  encourage  evacuation  in
the  wake  of  the  March  9-10  firebombing  of
Tokyo,  some  local  associations  maintained

intense  pressure  on  their  citizens—especially
those who attempted to flee.

The denial of food rations to evacuees was one
o f  the  mos t  e f fec t i ve  measures  the
neighborhood  associations  employed.  In
response to  leaflets  rained down from B-29s
announcing an imminent attack on the city of
Aomori,  residents  fled  en  masse,  only  to  be
coerced  into  returning  by  neighborhood
associations refusing to grant them food rations
until  they  did.  (After  most  returned,  Aomori
was heavily bombed.)30

One evacuee—a baker who fled early in January
1944—remembered  being  treated  like  a
deserter by the police in the countryside, who
said  to  him  “Are  you  Japanese  or  not?”
Evacuees  were jeered by  locals  as  “traitors”
and  “hangers-on”  for  even  the  slightest  of
offenses.31  One  spoke  about  the  tenuous
connection  with  rural  hosts:

 

Relations between the evacuees and the
nat ives  of  the  area  to  which  they
evacuated are  not  too  good.  Among the
evacuees and sufferers from damage and
the people who have not suffered... there
is great discrimination.”32

 

Ignoring increasing friction between evacuees
and  rural  citizens  in  the  countryside,  the
Japanese  government  issued  propaganda
claiming that mass evacuation was part of its
plans.  A  March  1945  article  in  the  Nippon
Times,  for  instance,  discussed  government
mobilization of evacuees to the countryside for
the purpose of “convert[ing] the entire nation
into  a  veritable  fortress  against  which  the
invader  w i l l  be  smashed  to  h i s  own
destruction.”  Yet  the  reality—with  the
exception  of  a  few  government  measures
beginning  in  mid-1945  such  as  specialized
trains  for  evacuees,  inconsistent  federal
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assistance with relocation costs, and, above all,
mandatory  student  relocation  (gakudō
sokai)—was that most wartime evacuation took
place  spontaneously  and  independent  of  the
government.33 That is not to say that the state
had  not  been  attempting  to  integrate
evacuation into official narratives since earlier
in the war. In December 1943, for example, the
Cabinet Board of Information officially defined
evacuation as follows:

 

Urban  evacuation  does  not  mean  only
fleeing and dispersion from the city,  but
rather  that  every  citizen  must  take  an
active part in the war effort and that the
evacuation  must  be  made  an  element
which  strengthens  our  fighting  power.
Evacuation  is  not  just  a  flight  from the
cities but is a positive contribution toward
strengthening our fighting power.”34

 

Newspapers portrayed evacuees as fleeing not
of their own accord (and certainly not because
Japan was losing the war), but in accord with
government  directives  to  aid  wartime
production. Even after the March 9-10 air raid
in  Tokyo  as  air  raid  destruction  became
glaringly  irreconcilable  with  state  narratives,
newspaper  articles  detailed  elaborate,
government initiatives to put evacuees to work
producing  food  in  the  countryside.35  Others
offered  the  evacuees  as  examplars  of  the
Yamato Spirit:

 

The victims of the raids who have lost their
homes and material belongings, instead of
bemoaning their losses, invariably feel the
stronger and freer to devote their services
to the nation for having been relieved of
the  encumbrances  and  responsibilities
engendered  by  material  possessions.  ….
They discover an extraordinary elation in

being  able  now  to  dedicate  themselves
wholeheartedly to the exclusive service of
the State.36

 

References  to  well-known  people  peppered
such propaganda to lend it credibility. A June
1945 article titled “Well-Known Figures to Take
up  Rural  Duties:  Evacuees  from  Metropolis
Shoulder the Hoe, Turn Efforts Towards Self
Sufficiency” consisted simply of a long list of
notable politicians and businessmen who had
evacuated.37 Often such lists were accompanied
by testimonies from readily recognized figures.
Former  ambassador  to  the  United  States,
Admiral  Nomura  Kichisaburo,  for  example,
whose  house  was  destroyed  by  incendiaries,
commented:

 

The greatest lesson I have learned here is
the sincere spirit of work—a spirit that can
be fostered only by living in the country in
close  contact  with  Mother  Nature.  The
true strength of Japan lies in that spirit,
the spirit that will prevail in the end and
assure final victory.”38

 

Cracks, however, appeared in the government’s
propaganda  campaign  of  appropriating
evacuees into its narrative of certain victory.39

As city after city burned, discussion of evacuees
became  accusatory.  One  article  bemoaned  a
“dark side” of the situation by describing the
burden  p laced  by  evacuees  on  rura l
communities  known for  their  “simplicity  and
sincerity.”40

The challenge of newcomers was compounded
by  nation-wide  shortages  of  food  and
commodities. One rikshaw driver in Akita city
remembered  immediately  after  the  war,  for
example,  that “when the evacuees came, the
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food problems worsened. Before the evacuees
came, Akita was already short of commodities,
so…they made the situation worse.”41 Even the
Vice-Chief of the Cabinet Information Bureau in
Tokyo reported in October of 1945 that “farm
produce prices soared due to the high prices
paid by evacuees.”42

Unsurprisingly,  evacuees  found  life  in  the
countryside  extremely  difficult.  Some
evacuated  families  were  forced  to  return  to
their  ruined cities  after  abortive  attempts  to
join  distant  relatives  or  find  a  place  in  the
countryside. To others it increasingly appeared
that they were not welcome anywhere.

The  evacuees’  presence,  in  fact  directly
contradicted  the  government’s  propaganda:
The abandoning of the cities heralded Japan’s
imminent defeat.  One mechanic from a rural
village summarized the view of many: “Before
the evacuees came, I thought Japan was still
holding out and had a chance of winning [the
war], but when the evacuees came I realized
that we were losing the war.”43 Others, such as
a 34-year-old school teacher in Wakayama, saw
a  direct  correlation  between  the  arrival  of
evacuees and their fear of air raids: “Before the
evacuees came I didn’t think about the war so
much, but after they came…I became afraid of
the air raids.”44 A 56-year-old farmer in Akita
prefecture explained the transformation simply:
“I didn’t worry about the war at all before the
evacuees  came.”45  Imminent  defeat  was
perhaps more obvious to the evacuees than to
the rest of the population.

 

Spreading Rumors

By the spring of 1945 most able-bodied men
were  deployed  overseas;  the  Japanese  home
front was overwhelmed by American airpower;
and its vital imports severely curtailed by both
aerial mining operations and naval blockades.46

Though the exact number of casualties remains
difficult—if  not  impossible—to  precisely

calculate,  the  air  raids  on  over  60  Japanese
cities, combined with the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima  and  Nagasaki,  killed  hundreds  of
thousands  of  Japanese  citizens  and rendered
over a million homeless.47

Central to the government’s response was its
attempt  to  mobilize  and  control  Japan’s
remaining  manpower—primarily  women,  the
elderly, and children.48 In the face of emphasis
on control, as shown by Special Higher Police
documents,  reports  of  “anti-war”  gossip  and
rumor-mongering increased dramatically  near
the end of the war, causing the Home Ministry
to  condemn the  “hateful,  unpatriotic  act”  of
disseminating  rumors  as  antithetical  to
victory.49

Simultaneously, air raid defense measures such
as curfews, blackouts, propaganda posters, air
raid drills,  and even “air defense” songs and
board  games  attempted  to  normalize  civil
defense  in  the  lives  of  civilians  as  the  war
situation  deteriorated.50  In  mid-1945  the
cabinet—facing the prospect of an impending
Allied  invasion—even  organized  and  trained
women and children to fight off invaders with
bamboo spears as “home-front equivalents to
the Kamikaze pilots.”51

Consequently,  the futility  of  air  raid  defense
and preparations became increasingly obvious
to  many.  As  one  25-year-old  evacuee  from
Sendai  recalled  immediately  after  the  war,
“although they  dug  air  raid  shelters,  set  up
cisterns of water, built fire breaks, and had air
raid drills…I thought it was only a matter of
[maintaining] outward appearance.”52 The idea
of fighting off an Allied invasion with nothing
but bamboo spears,  in the face of  incredible
destruction  was  met  with  derision.  One  64-
year-old farmer from Shimonoseki, for example,
recalled  receiving  “a  command  to  drill  with
bamboo spears” in April of 1945 and although
“everybody began to participate in the drills, I
considered it a ridiculous exercise, useless in
actual warfare.”53 An evacuee in Kure called the
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whole  exercise  “useless,”  and  a  29-year-old
clerk  in  the  Finance  Ministry—who  recalled
h e a r i n g  r u m o r s  d i r e c t l y  f r o m
evacuees—recalled:

As the war progressed, even some soldiers
were unable to get their guns and other
war  equipment.  We,  too,  drilled  for  the
approaching battle for the homeland with
bamboo spears. . .How can a man fight a
mechanized army with bamboo spears? We
were deceived by the army leaders who
constantly told the people that Japan will
emerge victorious in the end.”54

With  their  firsthand  experiences,  the  main
culprits for the increased spreading of rumors,
according  to  wartime  reports  by  the  Domei
News Agency, were the evacuees themselves.55

The  agency  categorized  rumors  spread  by
evacuees  into  several  categories,  such  as
“scope  o f  damage ,”  “ne ighborhood
associations,” “espionage activities,” “economic
conspiracies,”  and  “disposal  of  the  dead”
(among  others).  For  example:

“When  the  alert  sounds…most  people
flee to the mountains instead of taking
refuge in their own undependable private
shelters.”
“Many  student  workers  in  Nagoya  are
dead.  Although they attempted to seek
cover, they were ordered to stay at their
posts  to  guard the factory.  Because of
that they died.”
“The  enemy  bombings  are  accurate.
Might there not be some spies among the
Japanese?”
“Since Osaka is the black-market center,
the enemy is attempting to foster it  in
order  to  undermine  economic  life.
Consequently,  the  enemy  employs
discretion  in  his  bombings  against  the
city.”56

 

The  content  of  such  rumors  could  be
considered  immaterial,  however,  when
compared  to  the  fact  that  evacuees  were
evidently  vehicles  for  communication,
information  (accurate  or  not),  and  wartime
anxiety  for  home  front  cit izens.  This
uncontrolled spread of information heightened
government concerns about evacuees.

 

<

Image 4: Citizens living in tin huts in a
bombed-out area.

United States Strategic Bombing Survey
Morale Division,

National Archives at College Park,
Maryland, Microfilm Locator M1655, Roll

138.

 

While  the  range  and  variety  of  rumors  was
extensive,  a  prevalent  theme  involved
criticizing  the  Japanese  ruling  class,  which
seemed to  have no trouble  “enjoying all  the
luxuries of living” while “hardships increased”
for people like them.57 The government’s drives
to  track  and  curtail  so-called  subversive
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behavior  reveal  a  legitimate  fear  of  societal
unrest emerging from the millions of evacuees
across the country.58

This demarcates a pivotal moment in which the
state’s  view  of  evacuees  -  and  that  of  elite
circles - shifted. Kido Kōichi, one of the closest
advisors  to  emperor  Hirohito,  noted  that
“conditions  inside  the  country  were  indeed
‘quite grievous.’ … [T]here were even signs of
anti-militar[y] sentiment.”59 In one of the most
powerful  statements  acknowledging  the
significance of social unrest among the people,
former Prime Minister Yonai Mitsumasa noted:

 

I think the term is perhaps inappropriate,
but the atomic bombs and the Soviet entry
into the war are, in a sense, gifts from the
gods [tenyu ‘heaven sent blessings’]. This
way  we  don’ t  have  to  say  that  we
surrendered  because  of  domestic
circumstances.  I  long  held  that  the
national crisis was neither fear of enemy
attack nor because of  the atomic bombs
and the Soviet entry into the war. My main
anxiety is over the domestic situation.60

 

While  a  number  of  factors  led  to  Japan’s
decision to surrender, it  is clear that fear of
internal  social  upheaval  was  a  considerable
concern  for  officials.  Millions  of  evacuees
constituted a central aspect of such unrest. The
evacuees—as  a  community—present  an
important picture of the devastating impact of
the war, the challenges to the cohesiveness of
the  Japanese  social  order,  the  societal
challenges faced by the Japanese government,
and the shifting of public opinion as the war
progressed. As such, greater attention to their
experiences and voices might help to expand
understanding  of  Japan’s  rapidly  changing
domestic situation in the final months of World
War II.
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